
Stage 1  Zombie attack
Scenario:  You are being attacked by a gang of Zombies, eliminate them.
Course of Fire:  Start behind the barrier. Using cover engage each of the single zombies with three rounds, MoZombie 
scoring two to the body one to the head. Engage the group of zombies with one head shot each.   Any target without a 
head shot scores a Failure To Neutralize.  (5 seconds) 

13 rounds 



Stage 2  Drop Dead Zed

Scenario:  A group of zombie Nazis and terrorists are approaching.  Eliminate them.

Course of Fire:  Using cover engage each of the zombies with three rounds, MoZombie scoring two to the body one to 
the head.  Single head shot on Zed, target must fall to score.  On other targets, a head shot is required to avoid FTN 
penalty ( 5 sec), best three rounds will be scored.

13 Rounds
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Stage 3  Zombies in My House
Scenario:  Zombies have taken  over your house.  Eliminate the Zombies.  
Course of Fire:  Start with hands on the wall to the left.  Moving right and using cover engage each of the zombies 
with three rounds, MoZombie scoring two to the body one to the head.  The popper is considered a threat.  The 
popper will cause the rolling target to appear from behind the wall, engage the target  with two to the body and one 
to the head.  a head shot is required to avoid FTN penalty ( 5 sec), best three rounds will be scored.

13 rounds  
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Stage 4 Save the Twinkies
Scenario:  Zombies have the last known box of Twinkies and your friend Tallahassee wants them.  Eliminate the 
zombies without damaging the Twinkies and get them to Tallahassee   

Course of Fire:  Start behind barrel, Pick up the twinkies from the barrel, engage zombie with a hostage with one head 
shot.  Carrying the twinkies move to the left engaging the next three zombies with three rounds.  Give the twinkies to 
Tallahassee, by putting them on the barrel, engage the final zombie with three rounds.  MoZombie scoring two to the 
body one to the head.  A head shot is required to avoid FTN penalty ( 5 sec), best three rounds will be scored.

13 rounds
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